We examine the search of partitioned inverted files with particular emphasis on issues that arise from different types of partitioning methods. 
Introduction
In this paper we describe probabilistic search using PLIERS, a parallel information retrieval (IR) system based heavily on ideas developed on the Okapi system at City University [ l ] . The overall aim of the project is to discover which data distribution method is best for parallel IR systems. Our aim here is to compare search on inverted files given two types of partitioning methods: term identifier (Termld) partitioning and document identifier (Docld) partitioning. Termld partitioning is a type of partitioning which distributes unique word data to a single partition, while Docld partitioning distributes unique document data to a single partition. A partition is a physical division of the inverted file. A fuller discussion of these partitioning methods can be found in [2, 3] and an example of these partitioning methods can be found in figure 1. The experimental aims and objectives of our research are given in section 2. The issue of search topologies is discussed in section 3, while section 4 gives a technical description of how the probabilistic search is supported on different partitioning methods. The hardware and software used in the experiments is outlined in section 5. The data and settings used for the experiments are described in section 6. The results of searches on the two chosen partitioning methods are reported in sections 7 and 8. Section 9 compares and contrasts these results with each other and our stated aimdobjectives. A summary and conclusion is given in section 10. 
Experimental aims and objectives
Earlier work on the subject of search performance on partitioned inverted files [2, 4] used simulations. We use real Web collections and apply TREC queries to examine performance. The query model used in these simulations either assumes an equal probability of words occurring in a query [4] or uses both term skew and uniform term distribution models [2] . We believe that what the user does has a significant impact on the performance of a parallel system using the partitioning methods discussed. We put forward a hypothesis that focuses on query size: since users tend to submit smaller queries [ 5 ] , only one or two of the nodes in the system will be servicing a query using Termld. Therefore for a given query the load balance will always be skewed as many nodes will be doing no work at all: this skew may accumulate with increasing numbers of queries. We define load balance as the spread of a given computation across a number of nodes in a parallel computer: ideally all nodes should have the same computational load. In the DocId method however, each node is involved in the processing of all terms and therefore load balance for a single query is likely to be much superior to Termld. Our hypothesis is therefore;
The DocId partitioning method will perform better on probabilistic search because 1) users tend to submit short queries, which points to a load balancing problem for the Termld method, and 2) if documents are evenly distributed, DocId will produce good load balance as all nodes in the parallel machine process the query.
Our aim is to test the claims in the hypothesis as they relate to sequential query service. We do not address the issue of dynamically migrating indexes or concurrent query service. It should be noted that we principally address the issue of retrieval efficiency in this study, but mention retrieval effectiveness in order to verify that searching Termld and Docld partitioned indexes yield the same results. In order to facilitate parallel searches on inverted files with differing data partitioning methods, we have implemented a generic search system which may be configured to use either partitioning method, consisting of a top node and one or more leaf nodes. The client process should be unaware of the distribution of data and retrieval responses with respect to effectiveness measures are identical on the different data partitioning methods. We also have a requirement that the mapping of logical to physical topologies should be as flexible as possible. These components are described in below, followed by a discussion on search topologies. An example of how the components are combined can be found in figure 2.
Search topologies
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_________________
Top Node
The main task of the top node in a search topology is to act as the interface for a client to the topology. It accepts a query from the client, distributes it to all of its child nodes and awaits the results. Depending on the type of operation, it may sort the results ready for presentation to the client or merge partially ordered results from its child nodes.
Leaf Node
The leaf node looks after one partition of the inverted file. It keeps an in-core record of keywords that is searched when a query is received. The inverted lists are then built for each element of the query and merged together to form a final result set for this node. This result set (or sets) is sent to the top node. The number of required inverted file partitions defines the number of leaf nodes.
Discussion o n search topologies
The example in figure 2 is a master/slave topology with a top node and n leaf nodes (each with its own disk). The query referred to in figure 2 is a set of keywords, while the sets are retrieved inverted lists. The service of a query is done as follows: the top node receives a query from a client and distributes it to leaf nodes 1 to n. The result set for that query is sent back in the inverse direction to the top node, merging as necessary. In the example the top node is mapped to a separate processor from the leaf nodes and the client is on another processor. We can map the top and client nodes to any of the available processors as we wish. For performance reasons we only allow one leaf node per processor. Mapping either the top node or client node either separately or together or with a leaf node also has performance implications. We describe the algorithm used and its impact on a parallel program with a given partitioning method in the next section.
Probabilistic search on partitioned inverted files
The term weighting model supported in PLIERS is the Robertson/Sparck Jones probabilistic model [6, 7] . There are four main tasks to search when using the probabilistic model. Firstly we retrieve the document sets from disk and place them in core. Once we have the document sets we can then assign a weight to each wordldocument pair. The sets can then be merged to create a single result set for the required keywords. This set is then sorted in descending order ready for presentation to the user. We describe both the implementation and implication of parallelism on each of these phases below.
The retrieval of document sets from disk is a straightforward process and the operation is identical irrespective of partitioning method used. The effect however can be very different: retrievals for Termld partitioning require only one VO request per term, while and bm-25 [9] (bm means best match). All results reported in this paper were produced on the bm-25 term weighting function (see equation 1). A very important aspect of term weighting is the issue of collection statistics with respect to partitioning methods. If we treat partitions of the inverted file as being part of a global database we need to exchange data between the partitions in order to ensure that the collection statistics are consistent for every weighting. For example in order to calculate a collection frequency weight we need to add all occurrences of a term from all partitions when using Docld partitioning: such addition is not necessary when using Termld partitioning since the term frequency is available in one partition. We therefore need to adjust our term weighting operations to suit the partitioning method being used. It is possible to keep a global dictionary at the cost of extra space. Other statistics such as average document length and total number of documents in the collection are also affected. It should be noted that term weighting is possible on independent collections [9, 10] , but the discussion of this subject is outside the scope of our research: our aim is to address the issue of term statistics across partitioned inverted files and not the results merging problem.
Once weights for each element of the set have been generated we can then use a PLUS set weight operation that is a special case of union: if two document identifiers are in both sets we add their weights otherwise we insert the unchanged posting record in the result set. Again different types of operations are required in differing partitioned methods. Using Docld partitioning we can merge local results, do a sort and send only the top n documents from that leaf to the parent node. With Termld partitioning we cannot merge the sets for the result until the top node has received data from all leaf nodes. This would appear to give Docld partitioning methods an advantage over Termld in that less communication is needed.
The final phase is simple in Docld a simple multiway merge will produce the top n document required by the client. For Termld however we need to apply a sort to produce the top n documents. We can apply the sort either directly using a sequential sort or distribute the set elements amongst the leaves and apply parallelism to it: we have implemented both methods. Given that Docld can apply a sort in parallel in the third phase without any communication requirement, the method accrues a further advantage over Termld. Only the top n documents identified by the weighting operation are presented to the user.
Hardware and software used
The ParaLLel Information rEtrieva1 Research System (PLIERS) has been developed at City University using ideas from Okapi to investigate the use of parallelism in IR. PLIERS is designed to run on several parallel architectures and is currently implemented on those which use Sun Sparc, DEC Alpha and Intel processors. All results presented in this paper were obtained on 8 nodes of a 12 node AP3000 at the Australian National University, Canberra. W e also did runs on an 8 node Alpha farm to check the portability of the code. Each node in these parallel machines has its own local disk: the shared nothing architecture [3] is used by PLIERS. The Fujistsu AP3000 is a distributed memory parallel computer using Ultra 1 processors running Solaris 2.5.1. Each node has a speed of 167Mhz with 128 Mbytes of memory. The machine we used has 12 nodes, but only 8 are available on a partition. The torus network has a top bandwidth of 200 Mbytes/s per second. For the Alpha farm, each node is a series 600 266Mhz Digital Alpha workstation with 128 Mbytes of memory running the Digital UNIX 4.0b operating system. Two types of network interconnects were used: a 155 Mbyteds ATM LAN with a Digital GIGASwitch and a 10 Mb/s Ethernet LAN. 
Data and settings used
The data used in the experiments comprised the BASE1 and BASE10 sub-sets of the official 100 Gigabyte VLC2 collection [12] . The BASEl collection is 1 Gigabyte in size, while BASElO is approximately 10 Gigabytes in size. The index structure we use is a conventional inverted file with a keyword and postings file split [ 131. Our postings file can contain position data: we applied search to indexes with and without position data. We use two types of builds for indexes: distributed builds were text is kept centrally and local builds were text is physically distributed to nodes and indexed locally. Builds are methods of parallel indexing and should not be confused with partitioning methods. Examples of how indexes and text are distributed between nodes are shown in figure 3. For the distributed build method we use the BASE1 collection only, creating indexes on 1 to 7 processors using both types of partitioning method and initiating searches on all of those indexes. The BASEl and BASE10 collections were used for the local build method, running queries on 8 nodes. We use the Docld partitioning method only with local build indexes. We use different process to processor mapping strategies for each type of build. In distributed build we map the client and top node to a single processor, separate from each of the leaf nodes. For local build we have to map the client and top node to one of the leaf nodes because of restrictions on the available processors of the AP3000 partition set. We use a number of metrics to measure the performance of our program: average query processing time in seconds, Speedup (time on 1 processorshime on n processors), efficiency (speeduph processors), load imbalance LI (maximum processing time on nodehverage processing time on node), extra cost ratio in time of inverted files containing position data, overheads such as compute and wait time in the top node and scalability (see equation 2).
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I topic I POS I 6.02 1 Our timing methodology was as follows: we declare the average of 10 runs. We declare results from the AP3000, but did runs on the Alpha farm to check portability of the code using evaluations to check that precision was identical. Sequential run times for comparison with parallel runs are declared in table 3. Sequential runs were done on one node with a single search process. Note that runs with postings only data is signified by NPOS file type, while runs on indexes with position data are signified by the POS file type. Although we do not use position data in our weighting functions, we need to examine the effect of position data on probabilistic search performance as in a deployed system users may submit queries with adjacency operations or may request passage retrieval. We assume that the position information is stored contiguously with each posting.
For the Termld method three strategies for term allocation to partitions are used. The most basic of these is the WC method that allocates terms to partitions on the basis of word count in 100 buckets. Words are placed in buckets using a lookup derived from an English Dictionary. A heuristic is used to allocate terms as equally as possible on this basis: this heuristic works by calculating the average value for each of the 100 buckets and attempts to derive a distribution of buckets amongst nodes that is within a given criterion, currently with 10% of the average value: up to five iterations are used. The other two methods allocate on collection frequency (CF) and term frequency (TF) basis. 
Search results from DocId partitioning
The results for this type of partitioning are encouraging. For title only queries the best elapsed times are very good indeed (see figure 4) The result is that good to reasonable speedup can be found on most parallel runs, being very near linear for whole topic and title only with postings only (see figure  5) . Speedup on title only queries serviced on files with position data is disappointing however: the extra I/O needed to retrieve sets from disks outweighs any gain through parallelism on the sort for smaller queries. The efficiency results reflect the speedup figures and are particularly good for whole topic queries, results on all runs with this query type are very near 1 (see figure 6 ). Load imbalance is not an issue as for any query the load imbalance (LI) was found to be just over 1 in all cases (see figure 7) . Imbalance was more noticeable on whole topic queries than title only, however. Overheads found on the top process were found to be very small, in the single figure millisecond range for title only (see table 4 ). For whole topic they were insignificant with other aspects of the search dominating time: negative values are registered on some runs because of clock skew. The extra cost on search time for having position data in inversion was found to be constant for whole topic: search was around 2.5 times longer than for postings only data. For title only the extra costs were worse on multiprocessor runs than uniprocessor runs and varied a great deal more than whole topic. This factor is further evidence of the extra burden I/O places on smaller queries with posting lists containing position data. The scalability of the parallel program on 8 processors is good with very good figures for title only queries (scalability is over 1) and for whole topic (see table 5 ). 
Search results from TermId partitioning
The results with this type of partitioning are discouraging (results for runs on indexes with word count (WC) distribution are shown here: full details of other retrieval efficiency results can be found in appendices 1 and 2). While all the runs on any type of query meet the 10 second criteria for search times, there is little or no advantage in elapsed time for this type of partitioning method (see figure 8) . Times do not compare favourably with VLC2 participant times [ 121. The only example of a elapsed time decrease is whole topic queries serviced on indexes with position data, therefore slowdown is recorded in most cases (see figure 9 ). The effect on efficiency is dramatic with figures ranging from poor to unacceptable: a linear reduction in efficiency is recorded in all cases (see figure 10) .
The implication of this is that scalability would be poor: we therefore did not do any experiments on the BASElO collection. Load imbalance is generally very small for title only queries, but is perceptibly worse for whole topic queries (see figure 11) . It should be noted that these load imbalance (LI) figures are averaged over 50 queries on 10 runs so the evidence available suggests that computational skew does not accumulate with increasing numbers of queries. The overheads at the top process are clearly a problem with this type of method and are much higher than for Docld partitioning (see table 6 ). The overhead for title only queries run into the hundreds of milliseconds per query, while for whole topic they run to seconds. For costs of position data on probabilistic search it was found that the cost tend to reduce with increasing number of processors, a factor more marked in title only queries. The reason for this is that runs on indexes with position data gain more from U 0 parallelism than runs on Given the disappointing results described in the last paragraph, we thought it worth while having an attempt at speeding up the sort by using a parallel method. This required the generation of the final set as normal, but elements of the sort were scattered to leaves that applied a sort to their section of the final result set. The top ranked 20 documents were then gathered as per Docld method. The results however did not improve the performance of the parallel program much (see figures 12 to 15 and table  7) . Average query processing times were reduced slightly, but speedup/efficiency for title only queries were still poor, while whole topic queries did show some slight speedup gains (efficiency was still poor). Load imbalance (LI) remained small on all runs. The basic problem with this revised method is that in applying the parallel sort, the amount of communication is increased such that most or all of the gain made in the parallel sort is lost. 
Comparison of partitioning methods
In the context of the experiments defined in this paper, Docld partitioning is clearly the preferable method for probabilistic search using sequential query service. While both methods show acceptable response times, only Docld shows any real benefit when multiprocessors are used. Termld partitioning clearly fails on parallel measures such as speedup and efficiency. The problem with Termld is that too much data has to be communicated from the leaf to the top process and the sort cannot be parallelized without further communication between leaves and top node. The reason for the communication overhead with Termld is that a final result for any given document cannot be guaranteed to be completed in a single leaf. The overhead at the top process is a serious bottleneck with Termld and cancels out any advantages in parallelism applied to VO, set weighting merging and sorting. Unless some other topology could be found which would support the cluster of workstation model we use, we do not see
Termld partitioning as a viable technique for parallelizing search for sequentially submitted queries. In order to support Termld we could perhaps use a more complicated topology. We do not see the point in attempting this when we have a partitioning method that works well on a simple topology. It could be argued that another type of architecture may be well suited to the Termld method. It is difficult to sustain such an argument given the dominance of the cluster of workstation model in parallelism today. The results presented in this paper demonstrate that Termld partitioning for distributed inverted files is not viable in our parallel search context.
How do the empirical results relate to the hypothesis stated in section 2; i.e. does the evidence refute or confirm the hypothesis? The second part of the hypothesis that suggests that good load balance searching on inverted files using the Docld partitioning method is confirmed. The first part on the Termld method needs to be revised however as it has been demonstrated that good load balance can be achieved as computational skew does not accumulate. The evidence applies to small queries only where the times are averaged over 50 queries. The imbalance for larger queries is much worse, but since users tend to submit smaller queries we cannot use that line of argument to defend the hypothesis as it stands. The good average load imbalance (LI) on title only queries are found irrespective of the term allocation to inverted file partition mechanism used. It is therefore possible that Termld may be able to offer a better concurrent query service than Docld particularly with respect to throughput. It should be stated however that although part of the hypothesis has been confirmed technological factors are more important than information theoretic ones in probabilistic search. The sort needed for ranking is a considerable cost, and Termld cannot apply parallelism without increasing communication costs, a disadvantage the Docld method does not suffer from.
A number of different assertions have been made with respect to partitioning search and we examine them given the evidence provided above. Jeong and Omiecinski [2] concluded that if the terms are less skewed in distribution Termld would be the best method to choose, while a skewed term distribution in queries would suggest that Docld would be a better partitioning method. Given that users tend to submit smaller queries it seems axiomatic that the Docld method would be preferable. However the evidence produced above suggests other aspects of term weighting search are more important than the distribution of terms in the query. In particular the sort to produce the final ranked set: search time on Docld partitioning indexes is superior in this aspect. It should be stated that our results validate their assertion that searches on Docld partitioning indexes is better when term distribution is skewed. Tomasic and Garcia-Molina's [4] results indicate that a hybrid of the partitioning methods discussed in this paper yields better response times. While their results are not directly comparable with ours we can make assertions on a higher abstract level. They use a slightly different architectural model in which each node has two disks attached to a cluster node rather than one in our model. Their simulation suggests that in the best performing strategies the data for one document was kept on one node, our results validate theirs. Local sorts can be applied using their strategies and the same reduced communication load can be obtained.
Summary and conclusion
We propose a hypothesis on search performance on parallel IR systems which suggests that query size is a significant factor. We describe our topology for parallel search that consists of a top process (a system interface for the client) and leaf processes that look after inverted file partitions. We then describe probabilistic search and how such is supported on this topology. We use 8 processors of an AP3000 multiprocessor in order to gather experimental results on two web collections BASE1 and BASE IO.
The Docld partitioning method shows advantages over all measures and is clearly a good scheme for applying parallelism to information retrieval if such is needed. The second part of our hypothesis is confirmed by the results on Docld partitioning. However technological factors in parallel search, namely the importance of sort in term weighting search, appears to have a more significant factor on performance than information theoretic factors. We have used this method to good effect on a much larger collection than the ones discussed in this article in our TREC-8 experiments [15] . The Termld scheme does not work in our framework and given the simplicity and widespread use of the cluster model we use, we do not see the scheme as being a viable one for probabilistic search using sequential query service. However the load balancing evidence average over 50 queries supports any argument that concurrent query service using Termld partitioning may be useful. While the first part of our hypothesis on search performance put forward in section 2 may be correct for a single query, our evidence suggests it could be false in concurrent query service. The direction for any further research in this area is to examine how the inverted file partitioning methods affect the performance of parallel IR systems that offer concurrent query service in order to examine our hypothesis further. A more detailed analysis would be useful, examining such issues machine architecture, network qualities (contention, latency and bandwidth), ranking and qualities of user requests. 
